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A table serves as an appropriate gathering place here in the Lowcoun-
try, and if that table has a local history it’s even more special. Such was the 
case with Capers Cauthen’s first table, fashioned from wood he scouted 
from his grandparents’ fallen backyard shed. An antique dealer and interior 
designer, Capers claims he has always had “an appreciation for furniture 

and for preservation.” After building that initial table and transporting it 
to an antique mall booth, a designer friend asked where it came from and 
“ordered about 15 of them,” according to Capers. Thus, Landrum Tables was 
born. 

Like the very first one of its kind, every Landrum table has a backstory, 
since the materials are garnered from structures around the Lowcountry 
and beyond. Each table is built with “history in the material, such as locally 
sourced cypress and antique heart pine used to build homes and struc-
tures,” according to Capers.  Cypress, in particular, is an appropriate wood 
to honor the area. 

“Cypress trees have been in the local rivers for hundreds of years, 
then are pulled up and milled into slabs, which we build furniture with,” he 
explains. 

Though the Landrum brand features many iterations of tables suitable 
for a variety of uses, Capers says the signature console table is constant-
ly popular, perfect in a home’s entryway, behind a sofa or pretty much 
anywhere. It’s the beauty and function of this table, in fact, that allowed his 
business to grow into a full line featuring dining, coffee, side and kitch-
en tables. These days, raving fans can find Landrum tables either at the 
company’s showroom in North Charleston or at the Preservation Society 
downtown, a home that Capers calls “quite fitting.” 

“Hopefully, we can continue to source reclaimed local materials to 
create these one-of-a-kind pieces,” he says. “We would love to share our 
furniture and the history each piece possesses not only in Lowcountry 
homes, but across the country.”
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Where great food and casual dining come together. 
HAPPY HOUR | LIVE MUSIC | OUTDOOR DINING 

OPEN 4-11PM MONDAY-THURSDAY
OPEN UNTIL 2AM FRIDAY & SATURDAY
BRUNCH 10-3PM SATURDAY & SUNDAY


